
i. 
“home street home” 
a stranger offers, biting and dry, wind in his voice 
it is lilting, half-said as if maybe he’ll use it in a tweet later 
he drops no change 
he does not meet her eyes 
they never do 
either because they do not see her 
or they cannot reconcile this image of poverty with the woman they saw in a suit 
six 
eight 
ten 
weeks ago 
life imitates art, and her art is business 
but both strike blows just as hard 
when her rent payments have become the 2008 recession 
Black Tuesday swallows her utilities and spits them out as her only wearable suit becomes 
threadbare 
she is gored 
and mauled 
bullish skies and bearish streets 
neither offering the comfort of 
 
ii. 
there is one spot in the new apartment 
the floor does not creak, he is not surrounded by cracks in the walls 
giving him a Coraline button-eye view into the lives of others 
other mother, other families, other lives 
still 
anywhere he sits the walls close in like claustrophobia 
mobility has always been an issue but this 
this is like living under a microscope 
the walls are a petri dish of scraping bottom 
he has always felt like an experiment of nature: 

see the plastic boy!  
see how his muscles and sinew and bones twist themselves into 
break-neck patterns! 

step right up, see how he defies death each and every 
moment by forcing air into barnacle lungs! 

see how everyday he feels filled to the brim with seawater 
but he would rather have the ocean 
than the MRI mechanical surround-sound fighting 
of the two people who are supposed to unite 
and is it better to have escaped choosing sides of a war 
if you feel like a refugee in your own 
 
iii. 
he walks as if he is dancing 
toes first, in a way that wears out the soles faster but keeps the shoes intact 
he has been wearing these shoes since he got his first zit 
his first kiss 
they would be sentimental if they weren’t a mark of Cain 
poverty 



they cry, in large letters, thick outlines 
he knows, logically/rationally/objectively, three fundamental truths: 

1. they are not the black dress shoes his bus-boy job sheet requested 
2. they are not the no-mark, no-nonsense white Keds his nursing co-op demanded 
3. they are not the patent-leather brown loafers his girlfriend (mother, professor, 

brother, friends) expected when they looked down at his feet 
they are worn at the edges, ripping at the scene 
and isn’t that just some kind of pathetic 
fallacy 
one more rain will rip them apart but the storm raging inside his temples in worse 
he has 30 days to evict or come up with rent 
what will that month be 
last month it was a textbook 
this month it is the only thing he can call his own proudly 
a space he has cultivated, curated 
a space free of toxins and lines on hardwood 
a space free of red eyes and hands grasping at his- 
no 
at his pockets 
big-time doctor 
maybe one day 
but for now, he will starve and go without and do without 
just to keep the one place he can call 
 
iv. 
she is an artist 
a connoisseur of fine cushions 
the Andre Bazin of the i’ll-make-up-the-couch company 
an expert on how to move quickly, quietly 
as if the lighter she is on her feet  
the more elegant 
she can ignore the elephant in the room 
the pressing concrete on her chest 
she is being stoned to death  
feels like a witch put on trial by ordeal 
either way, you drown 
and it feels like lately her throat has been filled with paper-shaving sadness 
the small fine print of bills is pushing on her spine 
it is chipped into her bones 
eating away at her savings 
her sanity 
her safety 
and isn’t it just a beautiful 
(disgusting) 
irony 
that the one who created a space of warmth and love and comfort 
is now battling to manifest a place with a roof 
they cannot both afford housing 
shelter is a 
privilege 
you, or your mother 
you decide: choose your own adventure! 
which one deserves a 



 
v. 
the walls are an ugly colour 
beige-grey, matching the pallor of its inhabitant 
without the fingerprint plums he grows underneath his ribcage 
across his wrists 
swelling rich and ripe under his eye 
he feels his bones extend like branches 
planting 
(don’t say it, don’t say it in case-) 
roots 
his skin lacks the touch of sunshine 
it smacks of closed-door secrets 
his sternum juts shyly from his chest 
unnoticed until you notice it 
(he is good at hiding) 
his roots spread, crawling up his arms, across the walls 
the ceiling is covered in vines 
he will have a kingdom of fruit 
(he will never have plums) 

he will have growth 
even if his roots crack or his branches sway 
or he is forcibly transplanted 
even in this dirty, beige-grey motel floor 
he is finally able to stretch out 
to live  
and what a vibrant piece of nature came from a post-apocalyptic heartbeat 
dystopian drumming in his veins 
(a plum pit for a heart) 
a body fit for a king 
the undeniable joy of safety 
that house was never safe 
brickandwoodandplaster 
not enough to keep the wolves at bay 
and is it really a wolf in sheep’s clothing if your father 
has never bothered to hide his teeth 
oh father, how strong you are 
big man 
his father will have a kingdom of liquor 
of half-baked ideas and boxing gloves 
(he will never again make plums with these seeds) 
and he, 
boy king, full of life 
will find a place to call 
 
vi. 
home. 
 

	  


